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Panel Position

Effective large-scale E-commerce will require significant coordination and intelligent mediation between independently developed, dynamically composed E-services. Agents, workflow, mobile code, publish/subscribe communication, XML and HP E-Speak are key technologies in HP Laboratories research and development for next-generation e-commerce systems and e-service management.

Multiple agents work together to represent users and organizations, and mediate interactions, negotiations, brokering and management. These environments are highly dynamic, heterogeneous and federated. People, agents and computing platforms may be mobile or fixed; and commercial partnerships may be short-term or long term.

XML serves as the lingua franca for data, description, vocabularies, communication and negotiation. Workflow can play a significant role in choreographing the interactions and conversations between agents; agents can help make business process workflow more flexible and robust in a dynamically federated world. The management of dynamically composed e-services and of business process workflow enacted by the e-service environment are closely related, and can support each other in an agent-mediated world. Agent behavior can be modified and controlled by dynamic downloaded scripts and code representing commands, tasks, conversation protocols, workflow steps and ontology interpreters.

This talk describes our experiences and several of the issues that must be addressed concerning mobility, service composition, naming, management, communication and security.
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